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Utilize Transparent Processes

* Good communication rules
° Clear
° Comprehensive
° Coordinated
° Bidirectional

* Clear decision-making processes
° Support front-line leaders

* Who knows their triggers?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An email is not communication!What happens in IC should NOT stay in IC



Ramping Up and Down

* Find your leading indicators
° Ex: % beds filled with COVID 

patients; model
* Act before you obviously must

° Being wrong must be ok
* Staff>stuff>space

° Ex: Orienting nurses to new 
spaces/roles

° Unions/travelers, oh my!
° Supply chain is your new friend



MHealth Fairview Example



Ramping Down/Returning to Normal

* Two ramps at once
° Multiple teams
° Communication essential

* Plan early; use data 
* Act in concert (ex: visitor restrictions regionally)
* Who goes first? Who decides?

° Ex: procedures tiers



Final thoughts and lessons learned

* Over-react on the way up the ramp
° Implementation always longer than you expect

* Ramping down is emotionally hard
° Rollercoaster phenomenon or “dual ramps”
° Burnout may appear here; watch for it!

* Blend of data and gray 
* Others from the audience? (put in chat)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dual ramps: managing ramping down of acute COVID while ramping UP vaccinations or other items. Cam make coordination esp challenging. Example: losing our infusion center for monoclonals to turn it into a vaccination center, so needing to pivot to home infusion within 1 week!



Obligatory puppy picture



WHAT TRIGGERS AND 
PROCESSES ARE YOU USING?

Thank you very much!
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